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Abstract
The video games industry has been on a constant rise for the past decade and a half, it has seen
itself evolve from a medium of pastime entertainment into a medium permeated with potential to
assist, supplement and enhance other media. Despite the many uses of video games today, many
academic fields are still in dire need of modernization. History as one of the world’s oldest
academic subjects could make use of historical video games as a medium of presentation and
accessibility for potential scholars.
This dissertation and its associated experiment aims on exploring multiple historical video games
and their individual mechanics in relation to their effectiveness as an educative medium. The
experiment involved 14 subjects both male and female of various ages and backgrounds, play
through four historical video games. Noting and subsequently questioning their feedback both
during and after their gameplay sessions, regarding the effectiveness of the various in-game
mechanics, texts and visuals aimed at providing historical context, background and information
for the players. The experiment was very effective in demonstrating the ability of the four video
games in delivering constant and accurate flow of historical information and knowledge to the
players. Despite some disadvantages, each game had multiple methods or mechanics that
incorporated and subsequently displayed educational qualities, which helped the players
understand and learn various historical contexts regardless of their age, gender or background.
Through in-depth analysis of these educational qualities and the players’ experiences, the
experiment became a strong indication that video games are an effective way of teaching
historical knowledge.

Introduction:
In his article for The Guardian, Nick Shepley addresses the issues that history classes in
universities and high schools face regarding their biasness in presenting history through a singular
point of view, adding to that the dull and uninteresting traditional syllabuses, which constantly fail
in attracting students to carry out their studies in history. Shepley goes on further explaining how
even his second year university students majoring in history, were not able to recollect historical
facts that are considered common knowledge, “High pupil-to-teacher ratios, overworked and
stressed teachers, and ever-changing syllabuses result in dull, flat lessons that involve a VCR and
a handout. Without the capacity to experience the subject in anything more than the most surface
and prosaic of ways, no wonder pupils find it boring and of no relevance to them.” (Shepley, 2011)
History classes within academic establishments are in dire need modernization. During the
past three decades, ever since the rapid rise of computers and digital media, every aspect of
education has applied computers and digital media in their methods of teaching but historical
studies remain seemingly stuck in the ancient times that it teaches.

There needs to be a change to the traditional methods through which history is taught in
schools and universities, where students are issued a standard textbook while the professor merely
reads from it to the entire classroom, with a standardized exam at the end of the semester. This
renders the subject utterly uninteresting for the students, turning a fascinating subject into a
monotonous experience, where most students tend to gloss over without any sort of long lasting
knowledge sticking with them.
Which is why the modernization of the subject in its current academic status needs to be
addressed, sooner rather than later. Adopting the learning experience of the history class to the
medium of historical video games, would provide ample opportunities and unexplored teaching
methods that could prove vital in revitalizing “history” as an academic subject. Exploring the
medium of video games beyond their capacity as mere media of entertainment could prove to be
a turning point in modern teaching methods. The open ended and adaptive nature of video games,
as they allow the player to leave their own mark in history as they play through it, could be the
missing link in teaching students details of history that are otherwise considered uninteresting or
difficult, such as names of historical figures and dates of certain historical events and even simple
geography.
This experiment explores said missing links in order to identify the exact features and
mechanics in historical video games that yield the best results in teaching history when providing
historical context and information to individuals playing said video games.
The specific game mechanics or features that prove to be most effective in the
aforementioned goals, could then be strategically and methodologically used whilst either
developing new historical video games or individually taking advantage of the various game
mechanics and features to provide an interactive and effective medium in teaching history.

Literary Review:
Video games have always been received with a degree of skepticism and uncertainty
regarding their nature as a medium that might be used for something more than just mere
entertainment. The medium has proved itself quite successful as a vehicle of knowledge. Across
various studies there were positive results of video games effectively delivering knowledge
towards their respective players or even mere observers.
In my social-experiment, I want to study the various methods in which historical
information is embedded within historical video games and how effective each distinct method
can potentially be when delivered to people with various backgrounds.
Historical video games are a two way medium of information, there’s the research
conducted by the video game developing team and the potential counter-research done by the
gamers experiencing the video game. The research conducted by the developers are often taken
care of in incredible professional standards. As Joseph Fordham mentioned in his dissertation
Leaving in the Past: The Role History Plays in Video Games, regarding the historical accuracy of
video games he said “This growing interest in historical accuracy resulted in thorough research
and the use of historical advisors in order to insure that these games were constructed with an
acute attention to detail.” (Fordham, 2012: 2) In most critically acclaimed historical video games,
the developers push the boundaries of academic and historical research in order to have the
information presented through the video game as accurate as possible. Despite all the historical
research and accuracy put into a game, sometimes developers deliberately askew the facts and
resort to counterfactualism if the result would potentially lead to better gameplay mechanics or if

it would result in overall more enjoyment by the player. In Controversies: Historicizing the
Computer Game, Dr. Esther MacCallum-Stewart also expressed this idea, saying, “Historical
games, must, by default, involve counterfactualism – even if the events portrayed are supposedly
accurately recreated, they must still contain aspects of creation or alteration to facilitate
gameplay.” (MacCallum-Stewart, 2007: 205) Although, despite some of the counterfactualism
present in historical video games, said games still contain enough historically accurate
information that the player manages to grasp on to a very solid foundation or even in-depth
information of actual history.
My experiment aims to explore the idea of the counter-research, which the player of any
particular historical video game may conduct upon stumbling on certain historical background
information triggered as a result of their actions in the game. “This interactivity, along with the
popularity of gaming in today’s society, can draw new students into more in-depth historical
research and raise interest in learning about any time period they find themselves playing
through.” (Fordham, 2012: 23) It remains to be seen if any particular period in history possesses
a stronger push factor to it compared to another, which would more effectively drive a player
into conducting further research into that particular historical period.
Meanwhile, apart from the baseline difference in historical periods when
comparing one video game to another, each distinct historical video game depending on the
period which it is set in, has a specific game mechanic specific to that historical period acting as
the focal point of the game. For example, a game set during the ancient times would have a
larger emphasis on slavery and military traditions, whereas a game in the same genre but set in
the Middle Ages would have vassals and kingdom management and religion as its main
gameplay features through which history is represented. Whereas games such as the Civilization

series, where both our present and the entire history is represented, contain unique gameplay
elements that correspond with all the historical eras presented within the game, albeit not as indepth as games focusing on specific time periods. As such, there are limitations on how in-depth
and simultaneously expansive a video game could get. In Martin Wainwright’s dissertation
Teaching Historical Theory through Video Games, he talks about game mechanics being the
least historical aspect in historical video games, but he says that they are essential in order to
understand the limitations of video games as vessels of historical content (583). There is a
plethora of similar differences in game mechanics and sub-genres between different historical
video games. When highlighting the differences between three historical strategy games
[Civilization, Age of Empires and Europa Universalis III] Wainwright said, “The difference
between gameplay mechanics and subject theme, arguing convincingly that one does not
necessarily depend on the other. Whereas Age of Empires leads the player through carefully
scripted tactical scenarios, hopping from one recreated event to another, Europa Universalis III
gives the player enormous freedom to guide a country through four centuries.” (Wainwright,
2014: 583) The difference between in-game events being scripted or not, plays a large role when
it comes to the method of which information is passed through the game’s narrative. Where Age
of Empires does a great job in narrating and presenting specific encounters that have occurred
throughout history, Europa Universalis presents the entirety of our world at a certain point of
time in history for the player to play through and explore at their own leisure. This difference in
turn extends to the graphical aspect of the video games as well, as Wainwright puts it “Age of
Empires sacrifices detail for graphics, Europa Universalis does the opposite. All three games
[including Civilization] portray vast stretches of time, but in very different ways and through
markedly different interfaces.” (Wainwright, 2014: 583) Age of Empires renders each individual

unit that you train and every building that you construct. Whereas in Europa Universalis
individual units and buildings are shown using small icons and numbers, representing what your
faction possesses or has built in terms of infrastructure and it conducts its gameplay using the
entirety of the world map instead of the focused battlefields compared to the Age of Empires
series. Civilization encompasses aspects from both and it lies in the middle of the spectrum so to
speak. Whereas games from the Total War series contain all of the above, where the game
alternates between two modes. One showing the entire world map where you can make your
diplomatic and administrative decisions and another mode where the camera zooms in whenever
a battle is ensued, in this mode every individual soldier, general and buildings (during siege
battles) are rendered in full detail. Wainwright’s research does not reveal whether one is better
than the other when it comes to portraying and by extension teaching history to the player.
Another aspect worth exploring, which is by far the largest limitation of my research is
time. Strategy games, even more specifically grand strategy games (Europa Universalis,
Civilization, Total War) drive their players to spend hundreds of hours exploring every aspect of
these highly detailed and content rich video games, most dedicated fans of the genre even
spending upwards of thousands of hours on each game. These games’ open ended and unscripted
nature provides the players with new and unforeseen consequences and events even after
thousands of hours of playing them. Soaking the historical information provided by these games
over the span of a thousand hours is very feasible. The challenge lies in having a player be
accustomed to the mechanics of the games and find themselves comfortable enough playing the
game in order to start diverting their focus towards the historical contexts and descriptions
provided by the game, which serve as a backdrop to the actual gameplay mechanics. When
talking about Civilization III and its service as a subject for a classroom study, Kurt Squire

shared similar concerns regarding the overall playtime provided for his students to experience
the game. In Replaying History: Learning World History through Playing Civilization III, he
said “A dedicated Civilization III player might spend 20 hours playing Civilization III in a
weekend; these students had relatively little time to learn the game interface, experiment with
alternative strategies, or explore the game more generally. One can imagine how a unit htat
lasted the duration of a semester, a learning environment with more flexible time allotments, or
educational programs where students had laptops or access to home computers where they could
play the game, might develop differently.” (Squire, 2004: 20)

Central Research Question:
It was evident to me through questioning a fair number of historical gamers that historical
video games do have the ability to teach history when each game is played for quite an extensive
amount of time. Based off that, my social-experiment will aim on exploring the medium as an
educational when exposed to individuals of various backgrounds playing historical video games
for shorter amounts of time. As such the main question that my experiment as a whole will aim
on answering is:
 Can historical video games, provide adequate and accurate historical information in order
to effectively teach world history to the player within a limited amount of time?

Methodology:
I conducted the experiment by having fourteen people from various backgrounds play
four historical video games under my supervision, followed by a questionnaire designed around
the experience of each individual player.
Subjects: I handpicked the subjects of my experiment based on the subjects’
backgrounds regarding history, gaming and their academic status. The subjects are both males
and females varying between 16 to 25 year olds in order to simulate the prime years of high
school and university education periods. Each of the 14 selected volunteers belonged to one of
the following categorizations:


Subjects who already have adequate knowledge in world history but no experience
with video games.



Avid gamers of various genres who have never played historical video games.



Volunteers who have taken history courses but have found them lacking or
uninteresting.



Subjects who have taught themselves history using other media apart from video
games.

Two of the fourteen subjects at the ages of 22 and 24, both male, already had years of
experience playing historical video games. While another six subjects were avid video gamers
but with little to no interest in history four of them male and the other two female. The other six
subjects had no experience in gaming, while two of them had more than adequate knowledge in
world history, their role in the experiment was overviewing the historical facts and information
presented in the games, confirming their accuracy. The other four, three male and one female

approached the experiment with no prior knowledge of video games and formed the research
basis of potentially using video games in classrooms where not all students are guaranteed to
have a video gaming background.
Questionnaire: during each of the player’s gameplay sessions, if a player lacked
knowledge in the game, they were asked to play the tutorial levels provided in the game, only
after which they were to move on to playing the actual game. I supervised the gameplay sessions
of every player, which lasted approximately 5 to 6 hours per game. Having extensive knowledge
in the gameplay systems and the historical information that each of these games provides, I
supervised the players’ actions and the historical information that they came across during their
playtime. Based on which I asked them questions that immediately followed their playing
session; in order to see how accurately they remembered the specific information that they have
come across in the game. In addition, there were questions based on the gameplay systems, in
order to see if the players were able to link each individual game’s mechanics with their origins
based on our real history. Finally. All throughout the session, I also monitored the players’
reactions, live feedback and thoughts as they played each game, which provided me with all the
necessary data to draw out a satisfactory conclusion for this experiment.
Games: For the experiment itself, I chose four historical video games for my subjects to
play, each video game handles and presents the accurate historical knowledge in different ways
and I have decided to have the games differ from one another based on the historical periods that
they represent and the overall gameplay systems that they are built on.


Civilization VI: lets the players settle a village and govern its people while advancing
through all of humankind’s historical eras, starting from the ancient era all the way up to
the information era (current times), the game provides the players with historically

accurate characters, names, units etc. but allows the player do with them as they please.
The game also provides an in-game encyclopedia, which provides the player with
historical context regarding all aspects of the game.


Total War Rome II: represents the ancient times starting at 278BC. The game provides
the best representation of military actions, units and tactics used during those times.
While also presenting the diplomatic, political and the administrative side of cultures and
nations during the ancient times, all the while providing the players with quite an
extensive amount of knowledge of our actual history through popup windows.



Europa Universalis IV: provides a historically accurate representation of our world
starting from 1444AD all the way to 1821AD. It allows the player to choose any nation
located on the world map and play as them, making all their decisions for them, such as
setting succession laws within your authority, military decisions, administrative
decisions, religion, family relations, and politics and so on. The game provides a popup
text containing historical information on anything which player hovers their mousepointer on, while also providing larger popup windows showing actual happenings in real
history during those times and how they affect the gameplay session.



Age of Empires II: unlike the games mentioned above, this game provides very specific
historical scenarios that the player plays through. You get to play specific scenarios that
have happened during the lives of notable historical figures such as Genghis Khan,
Saladin etc. This game also features its own encyclopedia where it stores historical
information on all the nations, units, characters, buildings etc. found within the game.

Analysis:
In the following section, I have written my in-depth analysis of the various players’ experiences
as they played through each individual game. Highlighting the key features that were most
successful in providing historical information and context for the players, the various design
aspects that helped in making the games much more engaging and user-friendly, especially for
the subjects who had no prior experiences in playing video games.
I have split each video game into its own separate section, in order to ease navigating through the
different sections whilst searching for any specific information. Each section simulates
approximately the same steps that the players took after launching each game and delving deeper
into them. Starting with an analysis of the main menu that greeted each player when first
entering the game. Followed by analysis of the tutorial sections of the individual games, since
the tutorial was the next thing that the players who had no gaming knowledge experienced after
launching the game. Finally, analysis of each game mechanic or feature that the players
interacted with, which resulted (successfully or otherwise) in historical knowledge intake for the
respective players.
In the following section, the games are sorted in no particular order, as some players chose to
play one game before the other, based on their preferences or by random if they had none.

Age of Empires II (Ensemble Studios, United States)
Main Menu: (encyclopedia)
Upon launching the game,
the subjects of my
experiment were greeted by
the main menu screen. To
proceed, players have the
choice to either click on
Learn to Play or Single
Player, which takes the

Figure 1 “Age of Empires II main menu"

players to the campaign screen.
Note that between the two previously mentioned buttons, there is a clickable tab named
“History” which contains a very large portion of historical background, information, sketches
and audio files for the cultures, factions and time periods available to play in the game.
The button is smaller and less centered than the two main buttons at the top, which is why it went
mostly ignored by the majority of players who were unfamiliar with navigating video game
menus. On the other hand, players who had some experience with games and a couple of players
who were generally interested in world history, found the “History” tab without any problems
and were interested enough that they clicked on it, prior to delving into the actual gameplay.

The “History” tab provided the players who clicked on it with a massive amount of historical
background on all the assets included in the game. Upon entering the “History” menu, they came
upon a massive scrollable index on the left hand side, containing:


Historical information on the all factions and cultures in the game sorted in alphabetical
order



Separate tabs for Medieval & naval warfare, weaponry, battle tactics, army organization,
usage of castles and gunpowder



Specific noteworthy events that shaped history, information on the dark ages, middle
ages, late middle ages and the renaissance with additional tabs expanding from each of
these providing yet further more detailed information

Figure 2 “In-game encyclopedia categories”

The players spent around an hour each filing through the different tabs reading as they went
through them. What kept the process entertaining for the players was the fact that clicking on any
particular tab played an audio file representative of said clicked tab. A small piece of

instrumentation or sound effect that captures a significant and iconic sound related to the culture
group or faction that is clicked, e.g. clicking on “The Vikings” tab played a small sample of the
famous Viking battle horn, or a sample of throat singing when clicking on “The Mongols”.
Alongside the audio files, each tab contained two sketched artworks depicting the content of the
tab, either showing a depiction of a culturally significant object, relic, invention or a depiction of

Figure 3 “Artwork entries in the encyclopedia”

a nation’s people such as the following examples depicting the Nordic longboat when clicking on
“The Vikings” and the famous English longbowmen when clicking on “The Britons”.

The sound files, artworks and the large amounts of text successfully had the players (who had
already shown interest in history) spending a minimum of an hour and upwards reading on all the
information presented in the “History” section of the game, spending time particularly reading
about the factions that they had planned on playing in the game afterwards.
Here’s a full sample page of the “History” section:

Figure 4 “Overview of the in-game encyclopedia”

Note: The main body of text on the right hand side can be scrolled down, as it contains quite a significant amount
more text than the two paragraphs depicted in the picture above.

The Tutorial:
Players who were unfamiliar with gaming or who were unfamiliar with historical strategy games
in general clicked on the “Learn to Play” button, which takes the players into the tutorial
“campaign” of the game, teaching players the basics as well as some advanced skills.

The tutorial of the game proved itself to be a learning experience both game mechanics wise and
history wise, since the tutorial is a seven part “mini campaign” depicting the events set in motion
by Sir William Wallace during the Wars of Scottish Independence.
Upon opening the “Learn to Play” screen the players were shown the following menu:

Figure 5 “Tutorial mission selection screen”

The menu depicted to the players in a clear and easily navigatable manner both the basic
mechanics that they could learn by clicking on the respective swords, as well as an overview of
Sir William Wallace’s campaign during the independence wars.
One player made note of the design decisions made for the tutorial screen, noting that despite
their lack of historical knowledge regarding the subject at hand, they immediately figured out
who they were playing as after seeing the Scottish highland dress cloth on the top right corner.

Upon clicking on the various individual tutorials in their respective order, similar to how it is
done with the main campaign of the game, the players were shown a mini cutscene movie with
sketched depictions and text accompanied by a voiceover, presenting the historical background
and situation of the what the players were about to play through.

Figure 6 “Tutorial prologue screen”

A player noted how just playing through the first two tutorial missions and directly controlling
the fate of the Scots had given them a lot of historical context regarding the Scottish and logic on
how things functioned during medieval times (albeit on a simple level).
Three of the players halfway through the tutorial linked the unfolding story with that of the
American war film Braveheart (1995). For one player, the background music during one of the
cutscenes as depicted above which was a tune played with a scottish backpipe, coupled with the
aesthetic of the highland dress cloth and metal pin on top, had them realise that they were in fact

playing through the same storyline as the movie Braveheart. Whereas another player who also
linked the game and the film together, expressed how having direct control on the Scottish troops
and villagers presented them with a more real sense of urgency and the true scale of the uphill
struggles of the Scottish against the English forces.

Single Player Campaign:
Both groups of players i.e. the players who played through and finished the tutorial and the
players who decided to skip the tutorial, were asked to choose and play a campaign of their own
choosing.
Upon visiting the campaign screen the players were presented with several options to choose
from. Most of the campaigns in Age of Empires II follow notable events revolving around major

Figure 7 “Campaign selection screen”

historical figures, such as William Wallace as we saw in the tutorial campaign, Genghis Khan ,
Saladin etc. etc.
This was the “Age of Kings” campaign screen, there was also another campaign screen named as
“The Conquerors” which followed the events of Attila the Hun, El Cid and Montezuma but
unlike the “Age of Kings” campaign this one had one other option that said “Battles of the
Conquerors”.
“Battles of the Conquerors” contains eight separate levels each depicting one specific major
historically significant battle, compared to the other campaigns where each followed the
achievements and notable events of a single character throughout history.

Figure 8 “Mission selection screen”

One of the male players aged 23 who had no prior knowledge to world history and was average
in his skill in video games, “captivated” by the word “battles” decided to explore the “Battles of
the Conquerors” campaign options first. Upon opening the campaign screen (see screenshot
above), he realized that compared to the other campaigns, where each campaign was named after

the named historical figure which it depicted, the names of the individual battles which these
separate campaigns contained did not say much to the player exploring their options upon first
reading the campaign names.
This in turn led to the player quickly searching the individual battles and reading a short synopsis
on each battle prior to playing them. Upon reading about the battle of Hastings and learning
about the massive importance regarding the outcome of the battle, the player decided to play said
battle first.
Upon first clicking on the battle, similar to the tutorial level and the all the other campaign levels
in Age of Empires II, the player was greeted with a voice-overed prologue providing historical
context to the battle that was about to commence.

Figure 9 “Mission prologue screen”

The battle introduction first off introduced the player with a map to provide geographical context
for the placement of the coming battle. The voiced narration of the rest of the text on the right
hand side of the map, told the player of what had happened which led to the battle (albeit not

indepth, it still provided the necessary context for the player to be aware of the consequences of
their actions in the game, and to play the game for both its entertainment value and educational
capabilities.)
The text on the right hand side of the map and the one that followed, also provided the player
with a small glimpse of what it was required of them to do during the battle.

Figure 10 “Mission prologue screen 2”

The player despite not having any prior knowledge on this particular historical period and events,
now knew that during the Norman invasion of England, there were Scandinavian raiders present
there as well, on top of that they learned how William the Conqueror had to transport all his
troops, horses, including armor, provisions etc. using boats to cross the English channel.
This historical context was later translated directly into the game for the player to influence and
play through. As in every historical knowledge regarding this specific event that the player just
read about, was now presented to them in gameplay form for them to play through and influence
one way or another.

The player started off in his own small warcamp, next to a coastline the player immediately
recognized the piece of water as the English channel, and knew through the historical context
that they had read about beforehand, that he was now supposed to cross said area of water to
reach Harold the Saxon. After about five minutes of playing time during which the player
gathered wood and farmed the land for food (to build ships and sustain more troops respectively)
there was a development in the gameplay. A small piece of land was revealed on the other side
of the water, which had a Norwegian warcamp set up on it, the piece of land was connected to
another piece of land by a small bridge, on the other side of the small bridge was King Harold of
Saxon’s camp.
The player continued about gathering more wood and training more soldiers, when there was
another development, the camera showed that the forces of Harold Hardrada (Norway) and
Harold the Saxon were now fighting on top of the bridge, at that moment the voice of the
narrator mentioned how the forces of Hardrada and Harold the Saxon were fighting over the
Stamford bridge.
The player having read a synopsis about the battle prioring to choosing the campaign,
immediately recalled to reading about the battle of Stamford bridge and the Norwegians’ loss
during said battle. To the player’s delight of their own newfound historical knowledge, a minute
later, the Norwegian soldiers were all but decimated at the bridge, leaving only a few Norwegian
soldiers which offered themselves to fight for the player’s (William the Conqueror’s) forces.
The player expressed his satisfaction regarding their full awareness of the historical context that
they were playing through in that moment. After that point, the player was informed that they
needed to build yet more ships to transfer the remaining Norwegian forces to join their army,

which the player did and then they followed that by crossing the channel and eventually
defeating Harold the Saxon’s forces.
After finishing off the remaining of the Saxon forces, the narrator’ voice-over exclaimed “All
hail William the Conqueror,
King of England and
Normandy”, signalling the
player’s success in
replaying the events of the
Battle of Hastings, at which
point the game stopped and

Figure 11 “Upon completing a mission”

the player was greeted with a “You are victorious!” message.
After clicking on the button to quit the completed level, similar to the tutorial missions and the
other campaign missions, the player was presented again with a narrated epilogue, recapping the
aftermath and final moments of the battle.
With the epilogue over, the player expressed how refreshing the experience was, to be taught
both how to think strategically in video game terms, while putting two and two together in
historical terms to eventually craft a whole picture, giving them a completely new point of view
on history as a whole but other than that learning about very specific historical events in a way
that they never thought would actually work. The player mentioned, how the prologue, epilogue
and the in game narrator, heavily supported by the actions that they took in the game, helped
create geographical, historical and most importantly logistical context, which massively helped
the player to grasp the fundemental events and happenings which shaped that specific historical
event.

Figure 12 “Campaign mission epilogue screen”

Total War: Rome II (Creative Assembly, United Kingdom)
note: the version of Rome II Total War used for this experiment was modified with the Divide Et Impera
modification, version 1.2. Made by Dresden.
Divide Et Impera – is an overhaul mod for Rome II Total War that seeks to provide a challenging,
historically accurate, realistic experience of the ancient world and warfare.

Main Menu: (encyclopedia)
When the players first entered the game, after a small cutscene they were brought to the main
menu of the game.

Figure 13 “Total War Rome II main menu”

The main menu contains six main buttons on top of one another, in the following order from top
to bottom “Campaigns, Battles, Options, Encyclopedia, Additional Content, Quit Game”.
Most players upon hovering over the buttons were quick to discover the “Encyclopedia” button,
around half the players even expressing the interest to click on it as well.
Upon clicking on the Encycploedia button, an automated webpage opened up on the browser
containing the world map as it was known at the time period which the game is set in (278BC).
Underneath the map, the players found icons of all the playable factions in the game. Upon

hovering over the world map a tooltip showed the name of the area, whichever nation/tribe/clan
that controled said area, whichever nations/tribes/clans that said nation/tribe/clan was at war with
at the time and so on.

Figure 14 “Total War Rome II browser based encyclopedia”

The players could also click on any of the faction icons below the map which then opened a new
page containing historical description on the selected faction, the military units that said faction
specialized and so forth.

The Tutorial:
Players who were newer to the game and pressed on the “Campaigns” button and were brought
up with the subsequent buttons, had the option to press on the “Prologue” button, which I
explained to the player that it’s the tutorial section of the game, which under more normal
circumstances the game would disallow clicking on any of the other campaigns before playing
through the “Prologue”.
Upon clicking the prologue button the players came upon a menu named the Samnite Wars,
splitting into three chapters:

I.
II.
III.

The Siege of Capua (Battle Tutorial)
The Defense of Campania (Campaign Tutorial)
The Invasion of Samnium (Advanced Campaign Tutorial)

Figure 15 “Tutorial selection panels”

As seen in the screenshots above, clicking on any of the three tutorial chapters, besides telling
the player on the nature of the selected tutorial e.g. Battle Tutorial, Campaign Tutorial, etc. it
also provides the player with a fair amount of historical context, rendering the situation that the
learning player is put in much more easily understandable.
That wasn’t the only historically contextual text regarding the preset scenarios of the three
tutorial chapters, each time a player clicked on a button or made an action in the tutorial that
would take the game to a loading screen (either loading the campaign map or the battle map, or
the transition time between them), the game provides even further contextual text during the
loading screen for the player to read through while waiting for the game to load.

Figure 16 “Loading screens during tutorial”

The players noted the usefulness of the historical texts during the loadings creens and also the
contextual text when choosing which tutorial chapter to play through, stressing how little they
knew beforehand of the Samnite Wars, despite having a general idea regarding the “Roman
Empire” as the ancient behemoth that it was, most of the players knew very little of the initial
years of early Rome’s formation. The flavor texts put much of these obscure sections of history
into clear context for the unaware players.
On top of that during the actual tutorials, whilst
playing through them the players are presented with
even more contextual text, but this time it was in
the form of the advisor. In Rome II: Total War,
throughout the game, whether playing through the
main campaign, tutorial or battles the game has the
feature of “the advisor” featuring the portrait of
either a man or a woman depending on the
situation, it pops up on the top left corner of the
player’s screen and as the name suggests, offers
Figure 17 “Advisor panel during tutorial”

advice on the current situation of the player.

In the tutorial levels, the advisor provided instructions on how to play the game accompanied by
voice-overed lines providing contextual commentary on the immediate happenings during the
level.
For the players the advisor provided an extra layer of immersion in an already detailed and
immersive looking video game.

Single Player
Campaign:
After playing through the
tutorial the players made
their way towards the single
player sandbox mode of the
game known as “Grand
Campaign”.
Upon hovering over the
“Campaigns” button, there
was a drop down menu
containing all the available
campaigns in Rome II Total
War (as seen on the right). I
instructed the players to head
towards the “Grand
Campaign” since the other
five campaigns already

Figure 18 “Campaign selection screen”

provide a much narrower and focused journey, through a short specific period of history, also I
much more wanted to test the game’s ability in teaching history through the game’s much more
popular and sought after feature – the Grand Campaign.
The players stressed the fact that a narrower campaign focused on a specific character would be
easier to grasp in terms of historical context compared to the much more open Grand Campaign.
Despite my full agreement with the statement, I had no doubts that the other campaigns would
have been easier to follow but I wanted to test the limits of the game’s main feature and also to
test the educational grasp of the players when given the freedom of pursuit for information.
Upon clicking on the
“Grand Campaign” button
the players were now at
the “New Campaign”
screen, where they were
asked to pick one out of
the thirteen culture groups
and subsequently a
faction from the already
selected culture.
The players took their

Figure 19 “Culture and faction selection panel”

time reading through the numerous cultural groups which varied quite a lot from one another
with cultures such as Roma, Carthagenian, Diadokhoi (Successors), Poleis Hellenika (Greek
States) etc. etc. despite the names being in their original latin, greek, etc. the players found no
difficulty in understanding what each culture group represented.

None of the players saw the
need to open a browser
window in order to look up
any of the names as the
faction selection window
itself had its own smaller

Figure 20 “Culture selection panel”

panel containing historical background information on all of the thirteen culture groups in the
game.
Reading through these provided the players with all the information they needed to be informed
of the state of the time period that they were playing in and the contextual text helped the players
choose whichever cultural group they wanted to play as.
After choosing their
respectives cultural groups,
the players now had to choose
their specific faction from
within their chosen culture
group.
Figure 21 “Faction selection panel”

The process again was identical to selecting a culture group. The names of the factions once
more were in their original languages, but the panel of text coupled with the small map that
showed the geographical location of the player’s selected faction, proved more than enough for
all the players to have the necessary contextual awareness to fully understand and be committed
to the choice of faction that they were about to make.

The players noted the sheer amount of knowledge that they received simply clicking through the
different culture and faction icons whilst trying to find a faction that appealed to them.
Eventually, it was due to the historical background information in the panels of text that
persuaded each player in choosing their respective factions. Whilst a couple of the more gaming
orientated players mentioned that they made their choice based on the unique in-game effects
and bonuses that each culture group and faction had (written in the panels on the right) such as
Armenia’s diplomatic bonuses with both Hellenic and Persian factions or Egypt’s increased
research rates.
It’s worth mentioning that up until this point, having gone through both the tutorial and choosing
a faction for the main campaign, the players were provided with all the necessary historical
information, maps and contexts that none of the players found themselves drawn towards any
online search engines in order to add any “missing” information to the ones that the game has
already provided.
After each player had chosen a faction that appealed to them the Grand Campaign was
underway.
Right after the loading screen which again contained historical quotes with citations underneath
of whoever has said the quote and when. The number of quotations are quite a lot in the game,
and the game inserts a random quote during each loading screen. Either that or a small paragraph
of text that provides tiny game tips or explanations of certain in-game mechanics.

Figure 22 “Default loading screens”

Due to the large number of quotes, tips and explanations each player received different quotes or

tips during their loading screens. Those quotes and tips trigger during every loading screen in the
game, whether loading the game for the first time from the main menu into the campaign, or
during the transitions from the campaign map to a battle map and vice versa.

Figure 23 “Loading screen prior to battle sequences”

Example of the transition screen from the campaign map to the battle map. The two clashing armies
represented on either side of the minimap representative of the battleground, with the name of the battle
and the name of the two armies and their respective factions on the top of the screen, and the quotation
and its citation below the minimap.

After the first loading screen the players came upon the campaign map, as the voice-overed
advisor popped up narrating an introductory paragraph for each of the player’s chosen factions.
The briefing outlined the players’ current situation, the dangers they faced and in which potential
direction they could head to.

Here the players
were introduced
with their
respective
factions. With an
ample amount of
historical context
through all the
various means
Figure 24 “Faction introduction panel”

the players noted

having learned much more about their factions than they ever had before, which gave even the
players who weren’t avid gamers a sense of self confidence that they knew exactly what they had
to do next.
After this point the players were free to act of their own volition, the game presented them with
their first faction specific Primary Objective and a set of Bonus Objectives with small paragraphs
of text explaining the historical context behind the reasoning of the set Bonus Objectives.

Figure 25 “Bonus objectives panel”

This gave the players the choice of recreating the events of our real world history, or carving
their own path through history. Either way, reading the objective flavor texts gave the players
even further context of their factions current situation and the near potential future.
At this point the advisor was guiding the players providing them with all the necessary
information on whatever the player’s were clicking on. The amount of information provided by
the advisor was dependant on the advisor’s level which the players chose before starting the
campaign (it is also possible to change this setting during the campaign as well), where players
who were newer to the game chose set the advisor on the highest setting and a few players who
had played the game before chose either the medium setting or the low setting (it is possible to
also completely switch the advisor off). The advisor depending on its setting provided assistance
on any in-game panel or button whenever a player clicked on them for the first time, the advisor

wouldn’t give out the same information upon further clicks on already visited panels but it is
possible to scroll through the advisor’s already given out information after closing the advisor’s
panel. This system provided even the newer players the very basics necessary to be able to move
further forward in the game without hampering their pace.
After this point, the players continued playing the game each in their own pace, doing however
they felt like while the game kept trickling the historical general knowledge through the game’s
various panels and in-game systems, panels such as the Objectives window that was covered
earlier.
In Rome II Total War, whenever a player presses on the
End Turn button the in-game time advances by three
months, during which the other factions controled by
the AI take their turns, and as time passes many events
happen in the background that are beyond the players’
direct actions, such as characters developing traits or
quirks, diplomatical actions by other factions, financial
reports, disease and attrition reports etc. etc.
When the AI factions finish taking their turns and the
player has to take their subsequent turn, at the start of
every player turn a panel pops up on the top right side of
the screen named “Event Messages”, in this panel the
player may click and read through all the

Figure 26 “Event messages panel”

aforementioned reports that happen during the AI factions’ turns.

Once every few turns an event
message pops up in the panel named
“The Year in History ____” where
blank is whichever year the player is
currently in.
As the name suggests these windows
provide summaries of notable events
that have happened during our real
world history during those years. As
seen in the example here, it provides
the name of a state, area, faction etc.
and a small summary of events that
have happened involving the
Figure 27 ”Event message – The year in history.”

aforementioned. It also provides a list of noteworthy names of philosophers, leaders, historians,
artists etc. who have died or were born during the highlighted year.
Another window that shows up in the “Event Messages”
panel is ancient religious rituals and festivals depending
on the player’s faction of choice. During specific seasons
or years such rituals may occur which besides providing
the historical context necessary to understand the event it
also provides in-game bonuses such as happiness and
public order for the player’s population, which helps the
player’s put the events much better in context.

These two aforementioned panels (The Year in History and Religious festivals) and are additions
by the Divide Et Impera modification, there’s one final panel also part of the DEI modification
which isn’t part of the base game is the major historical cities panel.
During the game whenever a player clicks and selects a
city on the campaign map which has historical
significance, a panel pops up on the top left side of the
screen similar to the advisor. The panel provides the
selected city’s history and various details regarding the
city’s construction, past residents, conflicts etc. etc.
These three panels that are part of the Divide Et Impera
modification are implemented in the game in a sense
that they popup naturally on their own as the player
plays the game, in the sense that they do not require
any special conditions or actions by the player for them
Figure 28 ”Info panel – significant historical cities”

to popup. For example, the Year in History and Festival panels automatically popup in the
middle of the screen whenever the player reaches their respective years and the city panels
automatically popup whenever a player clicks on the respective cities, which they would
anyways at one point or another whilst playing the game by default.
There are two more panels in Rome II Total War which provide historical context to the player,
which are included in the base unmodified game as well. These two panels unlike the
aforementioned three, do not open by themselves but rather only if the player wills it.

The first one is the in-game encyclopedia, the player may access the encyclopedia by pressing its
assigned button on the top left side of the screen, alternatively if the player wishes to obtain
information on a specific unit, structure, character etc. they may right click on the desired unit’s
(or structure, etc.) button or “card” to open up said unit’s specific encyclopedia page.

Figure 29 “in-game encyclopedia and historical unit description panel”

As shown in the example above, the encyclopedia page for a specific unit or structure (a
Macedonian Foot Companion in this case) contains the in-game statistics, abilities, details etc. in
the center of the page, in the bottom section of the page there’s a panel named “Description”
which provides the historical background and context of the selected unit, structure etc.

The other and final panel that provides historical information in Rome II Total War is the
technology tab in the game. All of the factions in the game contain a technology/research tab
where the player may conduct research in various categories such as economy, philosophy,
architecture, battle tactics, siege warfare etc. The more research the player does the further their
faction develops and as time passes in the game and the years go by, so too do the in game
factions advance technologically.
Whenever a player hovers the
mouse over a certain research
button, such as “Supply
Reforms” in the example here.
Upon hovering the mouse a small
tooltip appears next to the mouse
cursor showing the name of the
selected research, with a small
“+” sign next to it, if the player
Figure 30 “in-game Research panel and context tooltip”

holds the mouse cursor in place for a couple of seconds further, the tooltip expands considerably
providing the player with the historical background and context for their selected research.
The players noted on the sheer amount of varied information that they had access to by simply
playing the game, some players mentioning that it almost seemed like too much information if it
weren’t for the fact that some of the panels were accessible only by the players’ choices. Noting
that the three panels added by the DEI modification, provided them with a small yet consistent
amount of info and context, that kept them both engaged in the game while igniting their interest
in the faction that they were playing as on an overall basis.

Civilization VI (Firaxis Games, United States)
note: the version of Civilization VI that is used for this study does not contain the Rise & Fall expansion
pack which adds a good share of both gameplay mechanics and historical information, as the expansion
pack was released a month after the players had already played the game. It also does not contain any of
the purchasable scenario packs, which adds preset historical scenarios and conditions to play through.

Intro Cinematic & Main Menu:
Prior to reaching the main menu of the game the players watched the opening intro cinematic
(short movie) that plays when a player launches the game. The cinematic starts off with a man
and a woman in a scene depicting ancient Greece with its setting, and with each transitional cut
the characters chronologically move forward in time and historical setting. The cinematic
summarizes Civlization’s gameplay system and the players were all captivated by the very
attractive design and art of the cinematic while citing the beauty of being taken to an abridged
journey through history and how everything was put into perspective within the span of only
three minutes.
The main menu was very smooth and clutter free allowing the players to navigate it without any
problems. Civilization VI’s in-game encyclopedia (Civilopedia) is only accessible whilst playing
the game itself and not through the main menu. As such, the players’ only options were to
choose to dive
into the main
game or play
through the
tutorial.

Figure 31 “Main Menu for Civilization VI”

The Tutorial:
Eleven of the thirteen players opted to play through the Tutorial and upon clicking on the button
another short animated video narrated by the actor Sean Bean. The short video depicts a group of
settlers searching for a suitable land to establish a settlement, while the narrator spoke of the
harsh conditions from which the settlers have arrived to more suitable lands, the video showing a
green lush land near a river and then the video and the voice-over talk of how the player’s
choices will either see their civilizations prosper or fall to ruin.
The players then were asked to select one of two leaders to play as through the tutorial.

Figure 32 “The Tutorial menu”

The small description beneath each leader’s portrait provided the player with a very basic
overview of the portrayed leaders.

All eleven of the players already knew or have heard of Cleopatra but the majority were not
familiar with Gilgamesh nor the Sumerian empire. This in turn led to four players immediately
opening up an online search engine and researching briefly on Gilgamish before moving forward
with their choice of leader for the tutorial.
Despite the fact that all of the players knew of Cleopatra, six of the players chose to play as her
while the other five chose to play as Gilgamish, as Gilgamesh had piqued their curiousity much
more so than Cleopatra who they knew about already.
Just like in Total
War: Rome II, the
tutorial and
gameplay tips is
Figure 33 “the in-game Advisor”

conducted by “the
advisor” who appears in the top center of the screen guiding the player through the tutorial. But
upon selecting either Cleopatra or Gilgamesh apart from the very first introduction screen which
is covered in the Single Player section below, the tutorial did not contain or provide any
historical context or flavour text to the players. It was much more focused on teaching the
gameplay systems and mechanics to the player, which it successfully did. Although, towards the
very end, the tutorial informed the players to access the Civilopedia for more in-game and
historical context regarding the different aspects of the game.

Single Player:
Civilization VI does contain a narrative campaign based on history, the two options that the
players had upon clicking on the Single Player button were Create Game and Play Now. The
Play Now button immediately starts a small sized game assigning the player a random
civilization and leader, the players were asked to press on the Create Game button to have the
players choose the leaders they wanted to play as, by themselves.
I preset the rest of the
settings identical for all the
players. The difficulty was
on “Settler” which is the
first option on a difficulty
scale of ten, since the AI
presenting a challenge for
the players did not affect the
nature of the historical
information that the game
possessed. The game speed
was set to “Quick” which

Figure 34 “Create Game menu”

allows the game to move forward 33% faster than the Standard speed, this was set to allow the
players to reach towards the later historical eras and technologies faster, in order to explore
everything that the game had to offer.

The players then clicked on the Choose Civilization button, scrolling through the list of available
leaders to play as.
The version of the
game that the players
experienced
contained 20 leaders
to choose from with
the possibility to add
more by purchasing
the expansion pack or
purchasing individual
leaders. Although
there are no historical
background texts
Figure 35 “Leader Selection panel Emperor
Trajan”

during the process of

selecting a leader, the rich graphical renditions of the portraits and looks of the leaders captivated
the interest of all the players to highlight and check out every individual leader in the game.
Although the box next to the portraits contained text only relevant in terms of the in-game effects
of the leaders, the names and titles of those effects and abilities did bear historical context upon
them, such as “Trajan’s Column” when selecting Trajan or “Founding Fathers” upon selecting
Teddy Roosevelt.

Four players figured
out the fact that the
names representing
each leader’s in-game
abilities were not
random, but rather
had actual history
behind them. Which
led said players to
conduct further
research, by
searching online
some of those names
Figure 36 “Leader Selection panel Teddy
Roosevelt”

such as “El Escorial” for Spain or “Iteru” for Egypt, it led

them to further information on their respective leaders which helped the players choose a leader
they deemed more interesting based on their historical background to play as.
After selecting a leader, during the loading screen the players are shown the large portraits of
their selected leaders their in-game abilities as we saw in the leader selection panels and on top
of those abilities there are two paragraphs of text that are narrated by Sean Bean during the
duration of the loading screen.
The first paragraph is a small introductory summary based on whichever Era the ongoing or the
loading game is at, e.g. Ancient Era, Classical Era, Medieval Era…Atomic Era, Information Era.
The second paragraph right below the first one is a small introductory line towards the player’s

chosen leader, summarizing a couple of their traits and qualities based on their real life historical
achievements.
As such, the players
experienced different
paragraphs based on how
far they have reached in the
game in before each
gameplay session.

Figure 37 “Ancient Era”

The historical summaries
were the first in-game texts
that provided historical
context for the players. All
of the players expressed the
fact that the summary
paragraph of their
Figure 39 “Medieval Era”

respective leaders were all
voice overed by Sean Bean
and addressed the players
directly in the singular
second person form i.e.
“All men fear the approach
of your ships”, filled the
players with a sense of

Figure 38 “Information Era”

strength and responsibility that would accompany the realization of actually becoming such a
leader. The players felt as if they were their selected leaders and felt the responsibility of guiding
their citizens to a better future just as their selected leaders once have. Upon feeling this way,
nine of the players immediately opened up an online search engine prior to starting their games
and researched further on their leaders in order to have a better understanding of their character
and personalities.
After the loading screen the game was underway, having played the tutorial the players were
already familiar with the first dozen turns of the game but now had access to some of the features
key for this study which weren’t accessible during the tutorial, i.e. the Civilopedia.
In Civilization VI accurate historical information is not
incorporated into the gameplay elements or mechanics but
rather accessible by the players through a few menus or
panels. The information and historical context does not
automatically pop up except for two exceptions which are
upon completing researches and discovering/building
wonders.
In Civilization VI as time progresses the player conducts
technological and civic researches, starting with
researches such as Pottery and Code of Laws in the
ancient era advancing all the way to Nuclear Fusion and
Social Media in the Information Era. Upon the

Figure 40 “Research completion panel”

completion of each research a small panel pops in the middle of the screen accompanied by a
relevant quote from a historical figure narrated by Sean Bean.

In the same manner
whenever a player
constructs a wonder
(a historically
significant structure)
such as the Pyramids
of Giza or upon
discovering a natural
wonder e.g. Mt.
Kilimanjaro, the
game is halted for a
few seconds
highlighting the

Figure 41 “Wonder construction completion panel”

newly constructed or discovered wonder with Sean Bean narrating a relevant quotation.
These quotations provided good flavor and a moment of respite for the players to hold still for a
moment to contemplate the different quotations and the technologies and wonders associated
with them.
Apart from these three panels that provide some historical quotations albeit small, the rest of the
historical context that Civilization VI provides for the players are all consolidated in one easily
accessible panel. As it was covered in The Tutorial section, the advisor told the players to visit
the Civilopedia for more historical or in-game context regarding various aspects of the game and
that they would be able to access it by right clicking on whatever they wanted to conduct further
reading on.

In Civlization VI there is no other panel or game system that provides historical context other
than the Civilopedia but despite that, the Civilopedia is much larger and extensive than any
historical database in the other games which they played through.
The fact that very early on the tutorial informed the players on the availability of the Civilopedia
and how they would access it, there weren’t any players who were uninformed on the availibility
of the Civilopedia.
All the players made use of the Civilopedia during their time with the game, quite extensively in
fact. The players were able to access the Civilopedia by right clicking on any portrait, unit,
technology, name, term etc. in the game which took them exactly to the Civilopedia entry of
whatever thing that was clicked on. Alternatively, the players are able to access the Civilopedia
by clicking on its designated button –the question mark on the top right side of the screen.

Figure 42 “Civilopedia Introduction panel and access button”

The Civilopedia contains 17 separate tabs e.g. Great People, Religions, Technologies, Buildings,
Leaders etc. with each tab containing up to 200+ data entries. All the data entries provide the
players with both the in-game effects and statistics of the chosen subject and a separate section
named “Historical Context” that provides the player with the historical background, information
and context of the selected subject.

Figure 43 “A data entry from the Religion tab in the Civilopedia”

Every single data entry in the civilopedia contains the historical context section, some data
entries contain both in-game information and historical context, while some data entries such as
the ones for the different Civilizations, contain geographical and social data as well i.e. the
population, location, size and capital city for the chosen civilization.

The graphically rich design and easily navigatable nature of the Civilopedia with a very craftily
designed search bar, grasped the players’ attentions and did not let go. All of the players spent a
minimum of 15 minutes reading through different entries in the Civilopedia, while six of the
players spent upwards of 50 minutes to an hour reading through the different entries.
The players’ feedback was very positive regarding the Civilopedia as the slick nature of the
panel and the variety of data entries within the Civilopedia proved very successful in the counterresearch aspect of the players. The players were very satisfied of the fact that some data entries
contained voice-overed quotations, sometimes even quotations voiced in their original languages
and other entries such as separate historical contexts on over 120 religions all very handily sorted
in the Religion tab, proved very convenient for the players to search for and read about anything
that they found interesting within the game.
Apart from the historical context paragraphs in the Civilopedia, the game does not offer the
players any other historical information. After the players had finished their sessions, all of them
expressed their satisfaction of the Civilopedia and their experience learning historical
information from it.
Besides the historical information of the Civilopedia, nine of the players expressed what the
gameplay and mechanics of the game itself had taught them. They reported on the fact that
playing through the game and researching the different technologies and advancing through the
eras of history, taught them not the actual real world history behind these advancements but
rather the science and logic that sparked and pushed our history forward, i.e. experiencing first
hand how printing, mass production and banking sparked the Industrial Era, understanding the
logic and effect behind each technology and the way they affected entire civilizations as a whole.

Europa Universalis IV (Paradox Development Studio, Sweden)
Main Menu & Tutorial:
The main menu in
Europa Universalis
IV proved very
effortless to
understand and
navigate regardless
of the player. It
contains seven large,

Figure 44 “Europa Universalis IV Main Menu”

clearly labeled buttons right in the middle and four smaller buttons that open up an internet
browser upon pressing that takes the player to their main website, forums, facebook and twitter
pages respectively.
The main menu does not have any sort of a button or access to an encyclopedia type of a feature
or any sort of a feature which would provide historical context.
The tutorial button provides a very extensive 10 part tutorial, that teaches all the basic and
advanced systems in the game. All of the players excluding the three who had already played
EUIV prior to the experiment, went through the entire tutorial system, learning in the process
most of the systems available in the game and their functionalities.
The tutorial in EUIV offers no historical context or background of any sorts, it simply creates
few specific situations in order to present the game’s various mechanics and systems.

Single Player:

Figure 45 “The Single Player/nation selection screen”

When the players clicked on the single player button, they transitioned to the screen seen in
figure 45 above. The screen showed the players an interactive world map, with each nation
colored in a specific representative color. The player could alternatively click on the buttons in
the top center panel to sort or change the map to represent the nations based on their Religion,
Terrain, Diplomatic status and so forth. The players could click on any point on the map and then
proceed by pressing the Play button in the bottom right corner and they would play the game as
their chosen nation.
Prior to doing so, apart from two players who had trouble navigating menus in general, the rest
(12 subjects) each individually took upwards of thirty minutes to an hour navigating the different
features of the single player menu and reading up on all the various historical informations
provided within it.

In this menu, there are multiple panels providing both historical information and some
interactivity that did serve as a probably unintended educational tool.
On the top left side of the
single player screen
there’s the Starting Date”
panel as seen in figure 46.
Through this player the
players could either
change the date at which
their campaign would start
from, or choose one of the
seventeen “Historical Starts”
which are notable events or
periods in history which the
player could decide to start their
campaign at.

Figure 46 “Starting Date Panel”

One notable educational aspect of this panel which despite its quite perhaps unintentional and
unorthodox nature, eight of the players took interest and made us of, was the fact that the
interactive, color coded world map, changed its borders, colors, nations, religions, etc. etc. based
on what “Starting Date” the players set from the panel. Depending on whichever date the players
scrolled to or set the date as, the world map would depict a historically accurate representation of
the borders, political conditions, state of nations etc. at the player’s chosen date.

The players found this feature very attractive and entertaining to mess with, as they scrolled back
and forth between various dates, while following specific nations and how they grew or shrinked
throughout the different periods and it provided a very interesting overall narrative of real world
history as the players scrolled through the periods and researched some of the background
information on some of the big border or “color” shifts that they witnessed on the map.
Another feature of the starting date panel in regards to providing historical information was a bit
more direct.

Figure 47 “Recommended nations/historical setting panel”

In the bottom center of the screen, whichever “Historical Start” option the players clicked on,
this panel as seen in figure 47 would show all the historically relevant nations of that specific
starting date, which in this case is November 11th 1444 titled “Rise of the Ottomans” e.g. The
Ottomans, Castille, France, Muscovy and Poland are some of the nations highlighted on top of
the panel, as some of the more interesting nations to play as during this specific time period.
Below the recommended nations, there’s a window that provides a small introductory text
providing historical background and context regarding the events of the chosen “Historical Start”
and context on the importance of the “recommended nations” above the panel.

All 12 players took their time in clicking on the various Historical Starts and reading through the
texts and conducting some internet based research on the various recommended nations in order
to choose a nation to start with.
The last feature of the Single Player screen is the panel on the
top right side of the screen, which shows an overview of the
player’s currently selected nation.
At first sight, the overview shows basic information on the
selected nation, i.e. name, government, religion, leader, any
diplomatic relations with other nations but the most important
of all, the selected nation’s ideas.
Nation ideas are unique sets of religious, diplomatic,
militaristic, governmental etc. etc. ideas or reformations that
their selective nations have adapted or were known for
throughout real world history. They are represented in the
game in the form of these ideas which the player may achieve
in unlocking or adopting based on their performance and
advancements in the game.

Figure 48 “Selected nation overview
panel”

In the panel itself the selected nation’s ideas looks as various icons and graphics, which does not
tell much by itself. Except whenever a player hovers their mouse over one of the icons, a tooltip
pops up providing both historical information/background and in-game effects and bonuses
associated with the hovered ideas.

The players found these very
interesting as it provided a certain
amount of character for the nations in
terms of how they would play in the
game, whilst providing much appreciated
historical background portraying what
each nation was known for or has
accomplished throughout history.
Figure 49 provides some examples of said
tooltips, such as “Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité”
as part of the ideas for France, the “Apostolic
Church” for Armenia, “Bill of
Rights” for the United States and the
“Legacy of Saint Nino” for Georgia.
As such, every nation has seven
separate and unique ideas, providing
players with a lot of information to
read through.
The players found these very
interesting and flavorful but did not

Figure 49 "Tooltips - Nation ideas"

spend as much time on it as they did on playing with the starting date feature, since they found
that feature much more interactive and admitted that watching the map change and learning from
it proved much more fun.

After each player decided on a nation to play as, the starting date, nation overview and
recommended nations panels went away and in came the panels through which the players would
play the game. As the leaders of their respective nations ought to order, command and make
decisions and choices regarding the administrative, religious, economic, militaristic and so forth
aspects of their nations.
Throughout their gameplay sessions the players found themselves exposed to quite a lot of
historical context, information and background through a few sources. Europa Universalis IV,
does not have many ways of presenting the historical context and information but despite that,
the few methods that it does have, proved very successful and engaging with the players.
There are four main ways through which EUIV presents its historical information and
educational value. Introductory background window, tooltips, historical event popups and the
interactive world map.
When a player selects their nation and the nation selection panels slide aside and the gameplay
panels slide in, the first window that the players are greeted with is an introductory panel,
containing historical background and context, providing info on the player’s selected nation and
context on the selected nation’s situation and the events which preceeded the gameplay’s starting
date of November 1, 1444. As shown in figure 50.
The players found this window very useful, as it drew a very detailed and well explained picture
of the player’s current situation as the leader of their respective nation. Through this window, the
players knew exactly where their nation stood, what their nation had done prior to them taking
the reins and where the nation could possibly head to next, all the while proving itself as a crash
course of history for any nation the players desired.

Figure 50 “Historical background and context window”

The tooltips are very much like the tooltips for the nation ideas from figure 49, similar to the
nation ideas, while playing the game whenever the players hovered their mouse on various terms,
names or most things in the game, a small tooltip would expand from the mouse pointer
providing brief historical explanation to whatever the players had their mouse hovered on.
Those tooltips would show up for almost everything in the game, sometimes the tooltips would
show only in-game information, i.e. the statistics of an army, the state of economy, the opinion
of other nations of you and so on. Other times the tooltips would contain both in-game
information while providing historical background as well.

For example, whenever a player would
hover their mouse cursor over the
government type of a certain nation,
the expanding tooltip would show
both the in-game bonuses and
modifiers that the selected government
type provides for its respective nation
and a small text describing and
explaining the selected government
type, as shown in figure 51 the
government types of England and

Figure 51 “Tooltips – Government types”

Austria.
On the other hand, the historical popups would occur automatically while the players go through
the game. As a player naturally progresses through the timeline of the game and time advances in
the game, as the years go by, on certain specific dates depending on the player’s chosen nation, a
window pops up automatically in the middle of the screen, providing the player with texts and
picture of important real historical events that have happened on those specific days in our real
world history. Some of those popups contain in-game changes and effects too and some are only
there to provide historical context to the player’s current situation and date.
For example, whenever a player who has chosen one of the western European nations and plays
through the game until they reach the year 1450, one of those automatic windows pops up

informing the player of
the Renaissance which
also started during the
14th century in real
world history, as
exampled in figure 52.
These automatic pop
ups covered many
subjects, such as
political breakthroughs
of real world history,
major events,

Figure 52 “Pop-up window – The Renaissance!”

inventions that changed the course of history e.g. gunpowder, the rise or fall of world famous
bloodlines and families and many others.
11 out of the 14 players took their time reading through the tooltips and popups, they expressed
the fluidity of these two methods since both the tooltips and popups occurred naturally during
their gameplay sessions without feeling clunky or out of place, as it did not demand any extra
effort from the players, for them to experience these. The three players who usually skimmed
through the popup windows and did not spend time reading the tooltips were the players who
already had hours (up to 100+) of experience under their belt with the game, as such they were
already familiar with the historical flavor text that accompanied the tooltips and popups.

The third method through which EUIV manages to provide historical context to the players,
albeit indirectly, is the interactive world map itself, the main component upon which the players
conduct the majority of their gameplay.
Earlier in the “Single Player” section I covered how the players made use of the starting date
mechanic in order to observe the natural changes of the world map’s borders, ruling nations,
religions and so forth, according to our real world history. This method demonstrated the same
function upon the players, but instead of artificially fiddling with the timeline and watching the
map change, the changes to the map, borders, names of nations etc. happened organically as the
player advanced through the timeline while playing the game. Even though unlike the starting
date function, the map in this case was not an accurate representation of how it had happened
throughout real world history, since it was affected by the player’s and the AI’s choices,
decisions and actions, it still proved very effective in giving the players a deep geographical
understanding of the world throughout history. The changes in borders, the emergence of new
nations, interactions with the various nations and all the scenarios that came to be through the
players’ gameplays, led to so many “what if” questions and intrigue that the players saw
themselves constantly make use of online search engines to conduct further researches on all the
situations that occurred whilst playing the game.
The only downside to this feature proved to be, time. As the players had to play through the
game and advance through the timeline in order for them to go through the geographical and
political changes which were the driving factor that encouraged the players in conducting online
based researches. As such, this feature saw itself most effective with players who spent more
than the default six hours allocated to them playing Europa Universalis IV. Having said that, all
14 players did in fact conduct various degrees of external online researches, due to EUIV’s

various systems and panels. While six of the 14 subjects, who were avid gamers thoroughly
enjoyed the experience of playing the game, whilst conducting historical research on the side.
The rest of the players, reported that while the panels, tooltips and especially the world map were
very useful features that encouraged them to conduct online researches and in fact helped them
learn various historical lessons just by playing the game, the game itself proved to be too
complicated for them to enjoy its in-depth historical features, as they constantly felt that they
were mismanaging their respective nations and the sheer amount of panels and windows that the
game contains, was sometimes too overwhelming for the players who did not have a lot of
experience playing video games. Although, five of the eight players who reported on the
difficulty of the game, also mentioned that the issue could be potentially nullified with more
gameplay time and experience.

Conclusion:
All four games showed varying degrees of success with all 14 test subjects in terms of
their effectiveness in delivering and providing historical information, background and context to
the players.
There were many factors in each individual video game, that either supported or hindered
the effectiveness of each game’s mechanics or methods in delivering its historical content. Since
all the games were successful in providing historical content, the difference lies in the
effectiveness of the provided content within a specific time period (gameplay session), level of
engagement i.e. successfully capturing the attention of players or consumers of different
backgrounds and interests with effective visuals and audio (art, interface design, soundtrack and
sound design) and finally, the technical infrastructure of the games which provides the players
the ability to navigate, take advantage and make total use of the mechanics, texts, panels etc. that
the games contain. Some games proved better than others in certain factors and vice versa.
Of the four games, Age of Empires had the most outdated main menu as 11 of the 14
players found it too cluttered, which was further demonstrated by the fact that only five of the 14
players found the “History” button that provides the only access to the in-game encyclopedia. On
the other hand, the other three games which were made more than a decade and a half after Age
of Empires II, made good use of the latest advancements in modern user interface and main
menu design which effectively guided all the players regardless of skill and background towards
the desired buttons and menus.
Another of Age of Empire II’s outdated infrastructural design limitation is its lack of a
“windowed-fullscreen” setting, which the other three games have. The “windowed-fullscreen”

setting allows video games to take up the entire screen (fullscreen), while providing the benefit
of the “windowed” setting, which allows instantaneous transition from the video game
application to other windows or applications that are simultaneously running on the computer.
Age of Empire II’s limitations meant that it only had the “fullscreen” setting, which meant that
during gameplay whenever a player desired to “alt-tab” to an internet browser to perform any
online based research, the screen would turn black and it would take a few seconds for the
transition to the browser window to occur, and again when transitioning back to the video game.
While the other three games, that had the “windowed-fullscreen” functionality allowed the
players to simply move their mouse cursors towards the second monitor to conduct their online
researches, while simultaneously having their games still running in fullscreen on the main
monitor. The limitation of this functionality for Age of Empires II showed that in the long run,
the wait of a few seconds for each window transition became quite tedious for the players and
the number of online researches that they conducted during their gameplay sessions lowered
significantly the longer the session went, while online researches during the gameplay sessions
for the other three games remained at a constant high level as the procedure did not affect or
diminish their enjoyment and experience of the game, as they were able to perform their research
while playing the game simultaneously.
The visual style of all four games made a positive impact on all the players, each game
game contained one or two distinct artistic flavors that the players immediately were drawn
towards. Age of Empires II had specific visuals set up depending on which character or nations’
missions the players were about to play, such as the mission menu being designed with kilts
when playing as Scotland or a wax letter seal with the fleur de lis for Joan of Arc’s missions.
Total War Rome II provides distinct user interface styles depending on the player’s faction or

culture group, e.g. the interface would have marbled texture when playing as Rome, while the
close to realistic rendered soldiers and their movements and animations during the battle
sequences captivated the players and had them researching on military history and the logistics
and details that goes with it. While the very animated and cartoonish artstyle of Civilization VI
did not appeal too much to the players with established backgrounds in history, as they prefered
the realistic portrayal of history as one of the core elements of modern reproductions of historical
elements, the more casual players who did not have much experience with video games or
historical studies, reported that Civilization VI’s artstyle was the most engaging and pleasant on
the eyes compared to the other games, as the cartoonish artstyle felt as a relatable link in an
otherwise unexplored setting for them. Meanwhile Europa Universalis IV, while designed
overall with the 15th to 18th century aesthetic in mind, the core of its visual design is in its
iconography, all the faction emblems, panel thumbnails, buttons, etc. despite being very small in
size, each icon is designed in such detail that no player reported on being mislead by the graphics
of an icon or otherwise. Each game’s distinct use of art and visuals in turn garnered distinct
feedback, as the strengths and advantages of each art style and graphics drew in and appealed to
a specific type of a player, as non experienced players were drawn to the cartoonish artstyle of
Civilization VI and Age of Empires’ large sketch drawings and designs, the more experienced
gamers and the ones interested in history were drawn to the gritty realism of Total War Rome II
and the minimalistic art style of Europa Universalis IV.
Last but not least, the allocated time of gameplay. Time proved to be the largest factor on
a video game’s effectiveness in successfully delivering its historical content in an educative
manner. While both Age of Empires II and Total War Rome II exhibited the ability for a player
to dive in for a quick hour or two session and still end up with a decent amount of historical

material under your belt, Civliziation VI and Europa Universalis IV showed that the
effectiveness of their gameplay in terms of delivering its historical content was in direct
correlation with the amount of time that each player spent with the game. Age of Empires II and
Total War Rome II have the option of playing individual missions, where a player could launch
the game, select an individual mission (that would last an hour or two) or a single historical
battle in Rome II’s case, play through it and effectively learn the historical context and
information surrounding the mission and then turning the game back off. In the case of
Civilization VI, despite the fact that all of its historical context is stored in a single encyclopedia
accessible at any time, the core gameplay and mechanics of the game, which teaches the player
the science, geography, religion and culture that is involved in the evolution process of a nation,
takes a gameplay session that could last over hundreds of hours for a player to progress from the
Ancient Era to the Information Era. While Europa Universalis IV, for its lack of an encyclopedia
and its strongest teaching mechanic being its core gameplay, where the interactive world map
changes its borders and occupants organically during the player’s gameplay sessions, it
effectively demands again gameplay sessions of over hundreds of hours for the player to
experience first hand the long term changes in the world map, in doing so gathering and
acquiring a very extensive amount of material and background for the player to conduct further
research on.
Two months after the conclusion of the experiment, a small questioning session with the
14 players involved in this project proved that the information received during their play sessions
left a long term impact upon them. The creative and entertaining values of the video games,
helped the players attach the specific information that they have received with specific actions

and moments of gameplay that they have experienced, rendering both their gameplay sessions
and the educational information memorable on a long term basis.
The conclusion of this experiment successfully answered the main research question of
this study as positive. Video games can provide adequate and accurate historical information in
order to effectively teach world history to the player, although in varying degrees, methods and
effectiveness based on a few factors. When using video games as an education medium for
academic purposes a few considerations should be taken into account, i.e. the specific video
game(s) used for educational purposes should take into account the background and status of the
player, the total amount of time allocated for the gameplay sessions and the possibility of offcampus access to the selected video game and the desired historical period to be taught. Taking
these factors into consideration, it is evidently possible to tailor an educational program or
experience around a specific video game as a medium or supplement to the program that
corresponds directly to the requirements set for said program.
As a final note, I would like to add some of the limitations that my experiment faced
during its short two and a half month duration. As I mentioned in the previous paragraph, time is
a critical factor when using video games as a medium, games such as Europa Universalis IV
require active play times upwards of 100 hours or more for a player to effectively grasp the
rather indirect yet strong educational input of the game. Time was a very restricting factor during
my experiment, as I was constricted within a duration of a single semester which lasted from late
January 2018 till mid May 2018. Two other major restrictions arose during this experiment, the
first one was the resources that I had available for use, i.e. the limitation of owning just one
desktop computer, despite the fact that the computer that the players used was very well
equipped, while also having multiple monitors allowing the players to conduct online researches

while playing the games with ease, the limitation of only one desktop computer meant that I
could test just one player at a time for gameplay sessions often lasting more than eight hours.
Even though having one computer had me dedicate my entire focus and attention upon that one
player, I could have still payed the same amount of attention and focus if the experiment was
equipped with two or even three computers. The last major restriction for this experiment
happened to be the volunteer test subjects, scheduling issues, asking subjects time dedications
upwards of ten or more hours meant that the subjects were only available on very specific days.
Having the experiment constricted within the span of just over two months, alongside the
problems that I faced with the volunteer subjects meant that I could only fit in a very limited
number of test subjects (14) within the timeframe of the experiment without askewing the nature
of the experiment and naturally for this experiment more test subjects would have in return
provided me with even further evidence to back the successful results of my currently limited
experiment.
In the case that these aforementioned resources and logistics’ availability, having more
dedicated desktops and volunteer subjects means that I could potentially include up to three or
four additional historical video games, effectively doubling the pool of potential game mechanics
and features that provide historical information to the players. The larger pool of available
players, would also mean an effective audience for direct survey tests, i.e. a large number of
volunteer subjects around the ages of 18 and 24 would be very beneficial in defining and
pinpointing their exact approaches towards these games, given their limited available
timeframes. This feedback would in turn allow me to narrow down and identify the exact
mechanics and gameplay methods that are most effective in such narrow circumstances.
Allowing me to design and theorize an effective method, similar to a curriculum, integrating

these historical video games in classrooms, while maximizing the role and effectiveness of said
video games as the dedicated academic medium for the proposed history classes.
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